What can we do … ?
Re-orienting
Teaching Style
and Curricula
in Physical Education
andisSport
How
possible

!

Implementing
Structured Programs
based on Social Influence
in PE and Sport setting

Skills learning
to implement and enrich
Normative education
a structured program
giving
to target it Information
for
Physical Activity
context?

EUropean Drug
Addiction Prevention
project
 EUEU-Dap project, coco-funded by the European
Commission, has been carried out in 9
centres of 7 European countries in 200420042005
 It’
It’s a cluster randomized trial, involving 323
MiddleMiddle-High European schools, within 170
experiment “Unplugged”
Unplugged”, a standardized
primary prevention program
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The prevention
program “Unplugged”
 “Unplugged”
Unplugged” is based on a
comprehensive social influence approach
and includes the following components:
components:
Social skills
Personal skills
Knowledge
Normative education

 It is composed by 12 oneone-hour units

AIM
 The aim of L’Aquila Centre (Italy) study, was
to experiment an adaptation of prevention
program to Physical Education context
Which modifications could be applied to the
program on the whole?
 Goals
 Activities
 Methods
 Schedule
…

Which specific difficulties, opportunities, new
outcomes arise from the modifications?
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2005
Unplugged
12 units
9 schools,
schools, 17 teachers

2007

2006
Adaptation work to

Moved first draft
drawing up

Process evalution

Experimented first draft of
•Forms on singles units
7 units “moved”
moved”
− Feasibility for teacher
10 schools, 11 teachers
− Impact on the students

− Implementation problems

Outcomes evalution

time, places, facilities, etc.

•Focus groups

•Motor test
− Eurofit

•Questionnaires

− Physical Education Beliefs
− Life Skills psychometric
assessment
− Daily Physical Activity Diary

2008-2009
In experimenting the
final draft of

Moved Unplugged

‘Moved’ adaptation
1.“
1.“Moved”
Moved” Unplugged involves all the PE activities,
throughout the entire school year
 It foresees a teaching style oriented to psychopsychosocial skills reinforcement

 It starts from goal setting for motor and health
skills

2.It
2.It contains added units ‘ex novo’ focused on…
on…
 doping knowledge
 appreciating differences in personal abilities,
competences, socialsocial-cultural habits, etc.

3.It
3.It integrates the original Unplugged’
Unplugged’s units with
 gym activities on relational skills, effective

communication of emotions, problem solving, decision
making, and creative thinking
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4
16.END POINT
15.PROBLEM SOLVING AND
DECISION MAKING

8.PARTY TIGER
7.GET UP, STAND UP
6.EXPRESS YOURSELF
5.SMOKING THE CIGARETTE
DRUG INFORM YOURSELF
4.YOUR BELIEFS, NORMS
AND INFORMATION DO
THEY REFLECT REALITY
3.CHOICES – ALCOHOL, RISK
AND PROTECTION
2.TO BE OR NOT TO BE IN A
GROUP
1.OPENING UNPLUGGED

13.COPING COMPETENCES
12.DOPING – GET INFORMED
11.DRUGS – GET INFORMED
10.PARTY TIGER
9.GET UP, STAND UP
8.EXPRESS YOURSELF
7.SMOKING THE CIGARETTE
DRUG INFORM YOURSELF
6.YOUR BELIEFS, NORMS
AND INFORMATION DO
THEY REFLECT REALITY
5.CHOICES – ALCOHOL, RISK
AND PROTECTION
4.TO BE OR NOT TO BE IN A
GROUP
3.GOAL SETTING
2.LET’S
2.LET
2.LET’
’S START
1.OPENING UNPLUGGED

• Life skills enhancement
• Normative education
• Knowledge

9.DRUGS – GET INFORMED

14.APPRECIATE THE
DIFFERENCES

Motor criteria
skills and
Motor test (e.g.
Eurofit
(e.g. Eurofit)
Eurofit)) Objective
practicalcoaching
experience within
Daily PA (Motor diaryone
)) year of P.E. classes for
Healthy and
lifestyle
selfawarness
effective
improvement
goal
setting

10.COPING COMPETENCES

“Moved Unplugged” program

11.PROBLEM SOLVING AND
DECISION MAKING

• Life skills enhancement
• Normative education
• Knowledge

“Unplugged” program

12.GOAL SETTING

3 - Integrate the standard
units with gym activities
 The PE teachers have a lot of resources. They can
use games, motor experience, body language to
 Reinforce the message that pupils received in
standard Unplugged’
Unplugged’s units
 E.g. games on norms related of abuse behaviour
prevalence

 Widen the learning experience in respect to
affective development of pupils
 E.g. activities in pairs or in group on empathy, body
messages, emotions, ecc.
ecc.

Normative
Beliefs

27%
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Human histogram …
Pupils physically perceive the ‘size’ of the real
percentage according to the feeling of being
more or less crowded

Empathy
Communication
skills
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The mirror

The human sculpture
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Evaluation feed-back
Assessing
needs

Programming

Evaluating

Actuating

What we can evaluate? (1)
 Unhealthy behaviour and its determinants
modification
 Tobacco, alcohol, illicit drugs, doping, sedentary
 More knowledge
 Attitudes, intentions rere-orientation
 Abuse behaviour reduction
 Healthy behaviours enhancement (e.g. active lifestyle)

 PsychoPsycho-social development
 Life skills reinforcement
 SelfSelf-esteem, Refusal skill, Problem solving, …

 SelfSelf-awareness of having life skills
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What we can evaluate? (2)
 Motor setting
Health – Physical Activity
 Do motor capacities, technical skills, fitness changed?

Education through Physical Education and Sport
 Does teaching style changed?
 Does motivational climate in PE classes changed?
 Do life skills changed in relation to PE and sport activities?

 Comprehensive approach
School, family, community, sport team





How much interinter-disciplinary teaching?
Do families have been involved?
Does sport setting participate?
Do neighbourhood’
neighbourhood’s facilities for PA have been used?

8 SHI Modules scores in Italian 12 schools
validation sample – Mean (st.dev)
st.dev)
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Unhealty students’ behaviours
and school ranking on SHI
Example for Module 3 - Physical education
and other physical activity programs

Cannabis

Alcohol

Score ranking

Lifetime

Last year

Lifetime

Last year

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

low

49,4

42,9

89,4

93,5

medium

28,5

21,9

89,2

82,0

high

22,5

16,4

89,9

84,0

prevalence ratios from ESPAD 2007

CONCLUSIONS
 The Comprehensive Social Influence approach
and Life Skills education is feasible and
welcome in a Physical Education setting
 Opportunities …
 It renders high value to education through physical
activity and sport, much neglected in last decades in
Europe (Brettschneider WD & Naul R, 2004)
2004)
 There is a standardized manual
 It’
It’s based on evaluation instruments not only ‘health
sector’
sector’ oriented (St Leger, 2000)

 Difficulties
 Too little time in school scheduled lessons
 Poor collaboration between colleagues and
headmasters …
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CONCLUSIONS
 Our experience realized the aims of Health
Promotion documents…
documents…
 … ‘personal development’
development’ key action of Health Promotion
(Ottawa Chart, 1986) in all ‘classic’
classic’ dimensions of health
(WHO, 1948) …
 Active lifestyle promotion (Physical)
 Intrapersonal (Mental) and Interpersonal (Social) skills
development



… the Physical Activity is one of eight components of
“Health Promoting School”
School” framework (WHO, 2007)

 For the future, a European evaluation of
effectiveness in unhealthy behaviour prevention in
adolescents by mean of Moved Unplugged

EXPRESS YOURSELF
How can you
represent your
experimental
experience with
Moved Unplugged?
Training Course for highhighmiddle school teachers
L’Aquila, 31 jan - 9 feb 2008
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